Abstract. This paper gives a new proof of the Gross ergodicity theorem by making use of the Segal-Bargmann transform for an infinite-dimensional linear space and the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform for a compact Lie group.
Introduction
In [G3] , Leonard Gross discovered an analog for compact Lie groups of the classical Hermite expansion. Specifically, let K be a simply connected Lie group of compact type. Compact type means that the Lie algebra k of K admits an Ad-K-invariant inner product. It is known that every simply connected Lie group of compact type is the product of a compact simply connected group and R n . Let ρ(x) denote the heat kernel on K, at the identity and at time one, and consider also the heat kernel measure ρ(x) dx, where dx is the Haar measure on K. Then Gross gives a unitary isomorphism of L 2 (K, ρ(x) dx) onto a certain completion of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra k. (See also [G4, G5, G6] and the survey paper [H4] .)
In the case K = R n (so that k = R n as well), the universal enveloping algebra is just the symmetric algebra over R n and the completion of the enveloping algebra is just the usual (bosonic) Fock space over R n . In this case the measure ρ on R n is just a Gaussian measure, and the isomorphism of L 2 (R n , ρ(x) dx) with the Fock space is just the expansion of a function f ∈ L 2 (R n , ρ(x) dx) into Hermite polynomials. In the case where K is compact and simply connected (hence necessarily noncommutative) the symmetric algebra is replaced by the universal enveloping algebra U (k) over the Lie algebra k. The universal enveloping algebra is the associative algebra with identity generated by the elements of k subject to the relation XY − Y X = [X, Y ] , where [X, Y ] is the bracket operation in the Lie algebra. The universal enveloping algebra is naturally isomorphic to the algebra of left-invariant differential operators on K. In this case the Hermite polynomials are replaced by certain logarithmic-type derivatives of the heat kernel, that is, functions of the form αρ/ρ, where α is a left-invariant differential operator on K. (In the R n case such derivatives are simply the Hermite polynomials.) The isomorphism between L 2 (K, ρ(x) dx) was given originally in Theorem 2.1 of [G3] . A more explicit description of the isomorphism was given by Hijab [Hi1] and new proofs of the unitarity of the isomorphism were given by Driver [D1] and Hijab [Hi1, Hi2] . See also the survey paper [H4] and the papers [M1, M2] which study the generalized Hermite functions. Now, the main objective of the paper [G3] was not to obtain the generalized Hermite expansion, but rather to obtain a certain result in infinite-dimensional analysis. That result, the Gross ergodicity theorem, states that the finiteenergy loop group over K acts ergodically on the continuous loop group over K, with respect to the pinned Wiener measure. (This result is explained in more detail below.) The generalized Hermite expansion came out as consequence of Gross's method of proof of the ergodicity theorem.
At the time of the writing of [G3] I was a Ph.D. student of Gross. His discovery of the generalized Hermite expansion for compact groups led him to suggest to me that I look for an analog on compact groups of the Segal-Bargmann transform. This project was successful and became the basis of my Ph.D. thesis, published in [H1] .
Even though the origin of my thesis problem was in infinite-dimensional analysis, the proofs in [H1] were purely finite-dimensional. (There are also purely finite-dimensional proofs of the generalized Hermite expansion, given by Driver and by Hijab.) Later, Gross and Malliavin showed in [GM] how to obtain the generalized Segal-Bargmann for K by means of infinite-dimensional analysis and the Gross ergodicity theorem. The purpose of this paper is to return the favor by using the Segal-Bargmann transform for K to give a new proof of the Gross ergodicity theorem. Many of the intermediate results we will need are already in the paper of Gross and Malliavin. We may thus say (oversimplifying slightly) that the present paper consists of showing that the arguments of Gross and Malliavin can be run backwards to prove the ergodicity theorem using the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform.
The Gross ergodicity theorem was re-proved using quasi-sure analysis by G. Sadasue [Sa] . The proof given here is much closer to the original proof of Gross, differing primarily in the use of the Segal-Bargmann transform in place of the multiple Itô integral expansion of [G3] . The point of the present paper is not so much to give a new proof of a result that already has more than one proof, but rather to demonstrate the power of the Segal-Bargmann transform and to further illustrate the connection between the ordinary and generalized Segal-Bargmann transforms. Section 5 shows how the approach used in this paper (using the SegalBargmann transform) can be combined with the original approach of Gross (using the expansion into multiple Itô integrals).
It is a great pleasure to thank Leonard Gross for starting me on this path of research and for much advice and encouragement over the years. I also thank Bruce Driver for many helpful discussions and specifically for crucial advice concerning the proof of Proposition 4.6. Finally, I thank the referee for useful comments and corrections.
The Gross ergodicity theorem
2.1. Statement of the theorem. Let K be a connected Lie group whose Lie algebra k admits an Ad-K-invariant inner product. (In the way I am formulating things here, it is not necessary to assume that K is simply connected.) Such a group is necessarily of the form H6, Sect. 7] .) Fix once and for all an Ad-K-invariant inner product on k. This inner product determines a bi-invariant Riemannian metric on K.
Now let W (K) be the continuous pathgroup, that is, the set of continuous maps x : [0, 1] → K with x 0 = e. Let W 0 (K) be the (based) continuous loop group, that is, the set of x in W (K) for which x 1 = e. Let p be the Wiener measure on W (K) , that is, the probability distribution of Brownian motion in K, starting from the identity. Let p 0 be the pinned Wiener measure, that is, the probability distribution of Brownian motion in K conditioned to return to the identity at time one. Let H(K) be the finite energy pathgroup, that is, the subset of
It is known that the Wiener measure p on W (K) is quasi-invariant under the left and right action of H (K) and that the pinned Wiener measure p 0 is quasi-invariant under the left and right actions of L (K) . (See [MM, Go3] 
Then there is a constant c such that
This is Theorem 2.8 of [G3] . The result is equivalent to saying that the action of L (K) on W 0 (K) is ergodic, i.e. that every L (K)-invariant measurable set has either measure zero or measure one. Note that the statement of the theorem makes sense only in light of the quasi-invariance of the pinned Wiener measure under the finite-energy loop group (since f is actually an equivalence class of functions equal almost everywhere).
Gross shows that the ergodicity theorem is equivalent to the following.
From now on I will consider only this form of the ergodicity theorem. The difficulty in proving Theorem 2.2 is the disparity in the smoothness classes of the continuous path group W (K) and the finite-energy loop group L (K) . If f were an everywhere-defined function on W (K) and f were invariant under the continuous loop group, then we would have f (x) = f (y) whenever x 1 = y 1 , since if we set l τ = y −1 τ x τ then l is a loop and x = yl. Such a function f would then have to be a function of x 1 . In reality, though, f is defined only almost everywhere and f is invariant only under the finite-energy loop group, so this simple argument does not work.
Note also that we are not at liberty to replace the continuous path group with the finite-energy path group, because the finite-energy paths are a set of Wiener measure zero. Nor are we at liberty to replace the finite-energy loop group with the continuous loop group, because the Wiener measure is quasi-invariant only under finite-energy loops. (Without quasi-invariance the expression f (xl) does not make sense when f is an equivalence class of almost-everywhere-equal functions.) 2.2. Outline of Gross's proof. Gross (and many others working on related problems) linearizes the problem by using the Itô map to move from the pathgroup in K to the pathspace in the Lie algebra k. So let W (k) denote the space of continuous paths B : [0, 1] → k with B 0 = 0 and let P denote the Wiener measure on W (k). We consider the following Stratonovich differential equation
which can also be written in Itô form with an extra dt term. The Itô mapθ :
This map is defined for P -almost every B in W (k). The Itô map can be inverted by the formula
It is known that x is a Brownian motion in K, which is to say thatθ is a measure-preserving map of (W (k), P ) to (W (K), p) . This means that the map
The first term can be interpreted as a stochastic integral, but in fact a simple integration by parts argument shows that for all finite-energy loops l, the first integral is defined for every continuous path B.
So the ergodicity theorem can now be reformulated as follows.
Since we will use repeatedly the value of the Itô map at time one, we will introduce a notation for it. I call it the holonomy since in my paper [DH] with Driver it has the interpretation of the holonomy of a connection.
Definition 2.4. The holonomy is the (P -almost-everywhere-defined) map
The holonomy can be computed as
where it can be shown that the limit exits for P -almost every path B in W (k).
By itself this linearization of the problem does not resolve the fundamental difficulty of having continuous paths but finite-energy loops. We would like to argue that if B and C are paths in k with h(B) = h(C) then there exists a loop l in L (K) with l · B = C. Indeed this is true if B and C are finite-energy paths. But if B and C are only continuous then the relevant loop l will not be of finite energy, that is, not an element of L (K) . As in the pathgroup setting we are not allowed to use finite-energy paths (since H(k) is a set of P -measure zero in W (k)) or to use continuous loops (since P is quasi-invariant only under the action of finite-energy loops).
To resolve this difficulty Gross uses the isomorphism between L 2 (W (k), P ) and the Fock space. In this setting the isomorphism with the Fock space takes the form of the chaos expansion, that is, the expansion of a function f ∈ L 2 (W (k), P ) into a sum of iterated Itô integrals. The action of the loop group can be transferred from W (k) to the Fock space. In the Fock space Gross was able to identify precisely those elements that are invariant under the loop group action [G3, Sect. 5] . From this he was able to work back to the loop-invariant elements in L 2 (W (k), P ). In this paper I will give a different proof of the ergodicity result, using the Segal-Bargmann transform for L 2 (W (k), P ) instead of the chaos expansion. The advantage of the Segal-Bargmann transform is that in the Segal-Bargmann space we can actually use the argument that we wanted to use in L 2 (W (k), P ).
Segal-Bargmann transform
3.1. The transform for finite-dimensional linear spaces. Let P denote the standard Gaussian measure on R n , namely,
Here H(C n ) denotes the space of entire holomorphic functions on C n and z
n we can make the change of variable y = x − z in (3.1) (and then re-name the integration variable to x). This gives
Since P is just the heat kernel at time one we see from (3.1) that for z ∈ R n , Sf is just the solution of the heat equation at time one, with initial condition f. That is,
where the analytic continuation is from R n to C n . Here exp(∆/2) is the (forward) heat operator at time one. Now let µ be the Gaussian measure on C n given by
where dz is 2n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. See [H3, Sect. 6 .4] and [G7] for some of the history of this theorem. It is easily shown that
, hence a Hilbert space [H3] . Functions in the Segal-Bargmann space HL 2 (C n , µ) satisfy the pointwise bounds [B, H3] (3.5)
3.2. The transform for infinite-dimensional linear spaces. We now consider the infinite-dimensional limit of the transform described in the previous section. This should properly be done in the setting of abstract Wiener spaces, but in the interests of notational consistency I will consider only the concrete Wiener space of interest in this problem. (Only the notation need be changed to do this in general.) There are actually two substantially different versions of the transform in the infinite-dimensional case (see [H3, HS] ). The one presented here is essentially the one in [S3, BSZ] .
We want to consider the Segal-Bargmann space on C n and let n tend to infinity. This means that C n should be replaced by an infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert space H C . Unfortunately, the Gaussian measures dµ (n) (z) = π −n exp(− |z| 2 ) dz do not have a limit as a measure on H C . To see this, let z 1 , z 2 , · · · be the coordinates with respect to an orthonormal basis for H C . If there were a limiting measure on H C , the z k 's would be independent and identically distributed with respect to this measure (as z 1 , · · · , z n are with respect to µ (n) ). But if all the z k 's have the same distribution, then with probability one Σ |z k | 2 = ∞. This shows that the limiting measure cannot exist on H C , since for each
Nevertheless, there is a limiting Gaussian measure M ; it simply is not a measure on H C . Rather M must "live" on some Banach space B containing H C , where B is enough bigger to capture the measure. (See [G1, K] .) We want to take H C to be H(k C ), in which case we may take B = W (k C ) and M is the Wiener measure on
It would then seem natural to define the Segal-Bargmann space to be the space of M -square-integrable functions on W (k C ) that are holomorphic in the standard sense (Definition 6 below). Unfortunately, this space is not a closed subspace of
The reason for this is that the n → ∞ limit of the pointwise bounds (3.5) only allow us to control the values of holomorphic functions on H(k C ), but not the values on W (k C ).
We have, then, a dilemma. We want L 2 holomorphic functions, but (roughly) the functions are holomorphic on H(k C ) but square-integrable on W (k C ). So we must adjust either the notion of square-integrability or the notion of holomorphicity to get our functions defined on a single space. The approach we will use here is to consider holomorphic functions on H(k C ) whose "L 2 " norm is defined by a limit over finite-dimensional subspaces.
First we introduce the standard definition of a holomorphic function on a Hilbert (or Banach) space. (E.g., [HP] .)
is locally bounded and F is holomorphic on each finite-dimensional subspace of H(k C ). The space of holomorphic functions on H(k C ) will be denoted H(H(k C )).
We then introduce the Segal-Bargmann space.
where the supremum is over all finite-dimensional subspaces V of H(k C ) and where
Here Z is the Cameron-Martin norm given by
Define the Segal-Bargmann space to be the set of
It is not immediately obvious that the Segal-Bargmann "norm" is indeed a norm, or that the Segal-Bargmann space is complete with respect to this norm. Nevertheless, both assertions are true. The key to proving these assertions is the monotonicity lemma, which states that if F is holomorphic on H(k C ) and V, W are finite-dimensional subspaces of H(k C ) with V ⊂ W, then the integral of |F | 2 over V (with respect to the standard Gaussian measure in Definition 3.3) is less than or equal to the corresponding integral of |F | 2 over W. Nothing like this is true for general non-holomorphic functions.
In the proof of the ergodicity theorem it is essential that we work with functions defined on the finite-energy path space H(k C ). This is the advantage of transferring the problem to the Segal-Bargmann space-that we can work with finite-energy rather than continuous paths. This can be done only in the holomorphic settingthe norm given in Definition 3.3 is not actually a norm when applied to arbitrary (not necessarily holomorphic) functions. One can define another "Segal-Bargmann space" as the closure in L 2 (W (k C ), M) of the holomorphic cylinder functions. However, the elements of this space are not necessarily holomorphic on W (k C ) in the sense of Definition 3.2, indeed, not necessarily continuous or locally bounded on W (k C ). We will not make use of this form of the Segal-Bargmann space in this paper. (See [Su, Sh, HS, Go1, Go2] for more information, including the "skeleton map" or "restriction map" that relates the two forms of the Segal-Bargmann space.)
We then introduce the Segal-Bargmann transform. Definition 3.5. The Segal-Bargmann transform is the map
given by
Here Z 2 is the complex-valued quadratic (not Hermitian) form given by
is the complex-bilinear extension to k C of the inner product on k. Here also
If we restrict attention to Z ∈ H(k) then we may recognize e
−Z
2 /2 e Z·B as the Cameron-Martin density. This allows us to give an alternative expression for the transform. (Compare (3.3) .)
Note that the integral makes sense because of quasi-invariance of the Wiener measure under translations in H (k) and because the Cameron-Martin density is in L q for all q < ∞. Note that the restriction of Sf to H(k) is roughly the convolution of f with P. Since P is just the infinite-dimensional limit of the heat kernel at time one on Euclidean space we have the following informal description of the SegalBargmann transform:
Here the analytic continuation is from H(k) to H(k C ) and the Laplacian is (roughly) the sum of squares of derivatives in the directions of an orthonormal basis of H(k). We now have the following infinite-dimensional version of the Segal-Bargmann theorem.
Theorem 3.7. The Segal-Bargmann transform S is a unitary map of the space
Note that the Segal-Bargmann transform is defined on all L p spaces with p > 1, even though the unitarity theorem applies only to L 2 .
3.3. The transform for Lie groups of compact type. In [H1] (motivated by the results of Gross concerning the generalized Hermite expansion), I introduced a version of the Segal-Bargmann transform for compact-type Lie groups. My idea was to replace the Gaussian measures appearing in the conventional SegalBargmann transform with their natural geometric analogs, namely, heat kernel measures. This means that I defined things by analogy to the ordinary transform.
The subsequent paper of Gross and Malliavin [GM] goes beyond an analogy and actually obtains the generalized transform for a compact group as a special case of the ordinary transform for an infinite-dimensional linear space. See also [H4, Sect. 4] , [HS, AHS] , and Theorem 4.1 below.
Let K be a connected Lie group of compact type. Let ρ be the heat kernel on K, at the identity and at time one. This means that ρ is the unique function on K such that
for all bounded measurable functions f on K. Here dx is the Haar measure on K. We will consider the Hilbert space L 2 (K, ρ(x)dx), which we abbreviate as L 2 (K, ρ). Now let K C be the complexification of K as described in [H1] . (For example,
.) It is shown in [H1] that the function ρ admits a unique analytic continuation to K C , also denoted ρ. Define the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform
where H(K C ) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on K C . For g ∈ K we may make the change of variable y = xg −1 , use the invariance of ρ under y → y −1 , and then re-name the integration variable to x. This gives
(Compare (3.3).) From (3.10) we may also write (3.12) This is Theorem 1 of [H1] . More precisely [H1] proves the compact case; the R n case is the ordinary Segal-Bargmann transform. Once one knows the "right" definition of the transform, proving the isometricity of the transform is relatively easy. Proving the surjectivity of the transform is the hard part. Surjectivity follows as soon as one knows that the matrix entries of finite-dimensional holomorphic representations span a dense subspace of HL 2 (K C , µ)-something that seems obvious but requires some thought to prove. In [H1] the density of the holomorphic matrix entries is proven by means of the "averaging lemma" [H1, Lem. 11] . It is the surjectivity of the generalized SegalBargmann transform that will ultimately show that every
is of the form we want.
A new proof of the Gross ergodicity theorem
4.1. Strategy of proof. Our strategy is to use the Segal-Bargmann transform, both the ordinary Segal-Bargmann transform for the linear space W (k) and the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform for the group K. First we consider the Segal-Bargmann transform of the functions we really are interested in, functions f ∈ L 2 (W (k), P ) of the form f (B) = φ(h (B) ) where φ is a function on K and h is the "holonomy" defined in Definition 2.4. Such functions are certainly L (K)-invariant and we want to show that every L (K)-invariant function is of this form. The first main result is that if f (B) = φ(h (B) ) then Sf (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)) where Φ is the holomorphic function on K C given by Φ = analytic continuation of e ∆/2 φ. 
, P ) and show that it must be of the form f (B) = φ(h (B) ). We consider the SegalBargmann transform F = Sf, which is a holomorphic function on H(k C ). It is easily shown that the Segal-Bargmann transform commutes with the action of the loop group, so F is also L (K)-invariant. Since F is holomorphic, a simple analytic continuation argument shows that F is actually invariant under the action of the complex loop group L (K C ) . Now, the key point is that F is defined on finite-energy paths Z ∈ H(k C ), as compared to f which is defined on continuous paths B ∈ W (k). Thus the argument that we would like to make in L 2 (W (k), P ) actually works in the Segal-Bargmann space. That is, two paths in H(k C ) that have the same holonomy (endpoint of the Itô map) must be equivalent under the (complex) loop group. It follows that the L (K C )-invariant function F must be of the form F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)), where Φ is a function on K C . The function Φ must be holomorphic on K C in order for F to be holomorphic on H(k C ).
We next compute the norm of F = Φ • h C in the Segal-Bargmann space by taking a limit over a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces. This calculation shows that the norm of F in the Segal-Bargmann space is equal to the norm of Φ in L 2 (K C , µ), which is therefore finite. We may then apply the surjectivity of the Segal-Bargmann transform for K to conclude that there is a unique φ ∈ L 2 (K, ρ) such that Φ is the analytic continuation of e ∆K/2 φ. The result in the first paragraph of this subsection then shows that S(φ • h) = Φ • h C = F. But since S is injective (and F = Sf ) we conclude that f = φ • h. This is the desired result.
Details of the proof. I will state all the intermediate results we need and then give the proofs.
We begin by considering functions in L 2 (W (k), P ) of the form f (B) = φ(h (B) ). It is known that h is a measurable (almost-everywhere-defined) map of W (k) to K, and that the distribution of h (B) , if B is distributed according to the Wiener measure P, is the heat kernel measure ρ(x)dx on K. This means that for f of the form f (B) = φ(h (B) 
We next consider the Itô map θ C for finite-energy paths in the complex Lie algebra. This is defined in the same way as the Itô map for paths in the real Lie algebra, except that finite-energy paths the equation is an ordinary differential equation rather than a stochastic differential equation. So θ C is an everywheredefined map from
where h (B) =θ (B) 1 . Then the Segal-Bargmann transform of f satisfies
where h C (Z) = θ C (Z) 1 and where Φ is the holomorphic function on K C given by
This result was first obtained in Corollary 7.12 of [GM] . In Section 7 of [GM] Gross and Malliavin are assuming the ergodicity theorem, which we may not do here. Nevertheless, an examination of the proof of Corollary 7.12 shows that ergodicity is not used there. Similar methods were used in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 of [HS] and in [AHS] . The proof of Gross and Malliavin, which I repeat below, is based on probabilistic methods. See Section 8 of [DH] and Section 7 of [H5] for a more geometric perspective on why Theorem 4.1 ought to be true.
We now use the Segal-Bargmann transform to characterize the loop-groupinvariant functions on W (k). The first step is to show that the Segal-Bargmann transform commutes with the action of the loop group.
The second step is to show that for holomorphic functions on H(k C ), invariance under the real loop group implies invariance under the complex loop group.
The next step is to show that if two finite-energy paths in k C have the same endpoint of the Itô map then they are related by an element of L (K C ) . This is a critical step in the argument, in that it allows us to identify the loop-invariant elements of the Segal-Bargmann space. It is essential here that we are dealing with finite-energy paths in k C rather than with general continuous paths.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that Z and W in H(k C ) are such that
This shows that if a function F on H(k C ) is invariant under the complex loop group, then it must be a function of the complex holonomy, that is, F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)). The next step is to show that F is holomorphic on H(k C ) if and only if Φ is holomorphic on K C . This says essentially that the Itô map is holomorphic.
So now we have a function in the Segal-Bargmann space of the form F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)), where Φ is holomorphic on K C . We need to express the norm of F in the Segal-Bargmann space in terms of Φ.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose Φ is a holomorphic function on K C with the property that the function
Once all these propositions are established we can put them together to get the ergodicity result.
Proof. We let F = Sf. By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, F is invariant under the complex loop group L (K C ) . Thus by Proposition 4.4 there is a function Φ on K C such that F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)). By Proposition 4.5, Φ must be holomorphic on K C and by Proposition 4.6, Φ is in L 2 (K C , µ). By the surjectivity of the Segal-Bargmann
and by Theorem 4.1 we will have
Finally, then, the injectivity of S tells us that f = φ • h, which is what we want to show.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. This theorem was first proven by Gross and Malliavin in Corollary 7.12 of [GM] . Essentially the same argument was used in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 of [HS] and in [AHS] . (The transform we are calling S here is RS in the notion of [HS] .) We consider the restriction to H(k) of the Segal-Bargmann transform of φ • h, which we compute using (3.8) as (B) .
Let us think first about the case in which K is commutative. Then h(B + X) = h(B)h(X) and we get
because the distribution of h (B) is given by the measure ρ(x)dx on K. We recognize the last integral as the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform of φ, evaluated at the point g = h(X). (See (3.11) .) Thus at least on
In the non-commutative case, h(B + X) will not equal h (B) h(X). Nevertheless, these two quantities are equal in distribution, which is all that we need for (4.1) to be valid. In fact more generally,θ(B + X) has the same distribution asθ(B)θ(X), whereθ (B) is the result of applying the stochastic Itô map to the Brownian path B and θ(X) is the result of applying the pathwise Itô map to the finite-energy path X. To see this we note that (by a standard calculation)
But the first term on the right above has the same distribution as B itself, since the increments of the Brownian motion are Ad-K-invariant. Soθ −1 (θ(B)θ(X)) has the same distribution as B + X =θ −1 (θ(B + X)) and thus alsoθ(B)θ(X) has the same distribution asθ (B + X) .
We see then that (4.1) is valid even when K is non-commutative. So S(φ • h) and Φ • h C are equal on H(k). These two functions are also both holomorphic on H(k C ) (Proposition 4.5) hence equal on H(k C ).
Proof of Proposition 4.2.
The first of these is an invertible linear transformation of W (k) whose restriction to H(k) is orthogonal. It follows that the map B → B is measure-preserving. The second transformation is just a translation. So now we compute that for X ∈ H(k)
In the second-to-last equality we have used that the map B → B is measurepreserving. So now Sf (l · Z) and Sf l (Z) agree on H(k). But both quantities are holomorphic functions of Z, so they must be equal on H(k C ).
Proof of Proposition 4.3. This is shown in Theorem 5.13 of [GM] . The idea is as follows. Since K C is diffeomorphic to K × k [H2] , every loop in K C is homotopic to a loop in K. By standard arguments, every homotopy class of loops in K C or K has a smooth representative, and the homotopy of two smooth loops can be performed smoothly. Thus we can connect any element of L (K C ) in a smooth way to an element of L (K) .
is independent of l and of h 1 , · · · , h n , as long as h 1 , · · · , h n are in H(k). But then the expression above must also, by holomorphicity, be independent of
Proof of Proposition 4.5. This follows from Theorem 5.7 of [GM] . Proof of Proposition 4.6. We consider F ∈ H(H(k C )) of the form F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)), where Φ is a holomorphic function on K C . To compute the SegalBargmann norm of F we consider the subspaces V n of H(k C ) consisting of those Z's in H(k C ) such that Z τ is a linear function of τ on each interval of the form [k/2 n , (k + 1)/2 n ]. Then V n ⊂ V n+1 and the union of the V n 's is dense in H(k C ). For Z ∈ V n the holonomy of Z can be computed exactly as
Let P (n) denote the standard Gaussian measure on V n and let µ (n) denote the push-forward to
Applying results of Stroock and Varadhan [SV, Thm. 2.4] as in [G2, Prop. 3.1] shows that µ (n) converges weakly to the heat kernel measure µ on K C , as n tends to infinity. This also follows from results of Driver and Hu [D2, DHu] . Then let f be any continuous function of compact support on
SB . Since this estimate holds independently of f it follows that
We are trying to prove that in fact Φ L 2 (K C ,µ) = F SB . I do not know how to prove this directly from the definition of the Segal-Bargmann norm. Nevertheless, equality can be shown indirectly as follows. By the surjectivity of the transform
Then by the isometricity of the maps S K and S and by Theorem 4.1 we have
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.6.
Using results of Driver and Hu [D2, DHu] we can give a more direct proof of the equality of the norms of Φ and Φ • h C , though still not as direct as one would like. Consider first the case in which Φ is a finite linear combination of matrix entries for finite-dimensional holomorphic representations of K C . Let V n be as above the space of continuous k C -valued functions that are linear on each interval of the form [k/2 n , (k + 1)/2 n ]. For any continuous k C -valued path Z, let Z (n) denote the "projection" of Z onto V n , that is, the unique element of V n such that Z
n . Let F n be the function on the continuous pathspace given by F n (Z) = Φ(h C (Z (n) )). Let M be the Wiener measure on W (k C ). Then if Z is distributed according to M , Z (n) will be distributed according to the standard Gaussian measure on V n . Thus
Now results of [D2, DHu] show (if Φ is a linear combination of matrix entries)
, whereθ is the stochastic Itô map for W (k C ). Sinceθ(Z) 1 is distributed according to the heat kernel measure µ on K C , we conclude that
This establishes the equality of norms in the case Φ is a linear combination of matrix entries. Now suppose that Φ is any holomorphic function on
The density results of [H1, Sect. 8] then show that there exist Φ n which are linear combinations of holomorphic matrix entries that converge to Φ in L 2 (K C , µ). Note that Φ n − Φ m is also a linear combination of matrix entries. So by the result of the previous paragraph,
This means that the sequence {Φ n • h C } is Cauchy in the Segal-Bargmann space, hence convergent to some F in the Segal-Bargmann space. Then since norm convergence implies pointwise convergence both in the Segal-Bargmann space and in
Discussion
One purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the advantages of working in the Segal-Bargmann space. The proof of the ergodicity theorem given here is similar to the original one of Gross except that it uses the Segal-Bargmann transform where Gross uses the expansion into multiple Itô integrals. The identification of the loop-group-invariant elements in the Segal-Bargmann space is easy and geometrically transparent, whereas the calculation of the loop-group-invariant multiple Itô expansions is a bit arduous. (See [G3, Sect. 5] .) (Of course after computing the L (K)-invariant elements in the Segal-Bargmann space we still have to work back to the L (K)-invariant elements in L 2 (W (k), P ), and this requires the surjectivity of the generalized Segal-Bargmann transform for K.) So the use of the Segal-Bargmann transform in place of the multiple Itô expansion simplifies certain parts of the proof of the ergodicity theorem. Nevertheless, there is a big benefit to Gross's approach, namely that it gives rise to the generalized Hermite expansion for K. Perhaps the best approach is to use both the Segal-Bargmann transform and the expansion into Itô integrals. (This is the approach used in [DH] in a slightly more general setting. See also Section 4 of [H4] .) So we could consider a loop-invariant element f in L 2 (W (k), P ) and SegalBargmann transform it to a holomorphic function F on H(k C ). Then F must be of the form F (Z) = Φ(h C (Z)) for some holomorphic function Φ on K C . We may now compute the (complex form of) the Itô expansion of Φ(h C (Z)). This is fairly easy to do because we have a concrete form to work with, rather than having just an unspecified loop-invariant function. The expansion of Φ(h C (Z)) is computed in [GM, Lem. 6.4 Here ∆ n is the set of all n-tuples (τ 1 , · · · , τ n ) with 0 < τ 1 < · · · < τ n < 1 and X 1 , · · · , X dim k are an orthonormal basis for k with respect to the given Ad-invariant inner product. The X k 's are thought of as left-invariant differential operators on K (applied to the restriction of Φ to K). The same vectors form a basis for k C as a complex vector space, and Z Here the integrals are Itô stochastic integrals. Note that it is not φ but rather Φ = exp(∆ K /2)φ appearing on the right of (5.2). The expression (5.2) is a consequence of Gross's results in [G3] and the explicit formula of Hijab [Hi1] for the generalized Hermite expansion. Equation (5.2) is derived directly in Lemma 5.7 of [DH] .
Applying the isometricity of the complex Itô expansion to this function gives (using Proposition 4.6) ··· ,kn=1 |(X k1 X k2 · · · X kn Φ) (e)| 2 .
Instead of using Proposition 4.6, one can directly prove the equality of the first and third items above [DG] and then use that result to prove the equality of the first and second items. (Recall that the equality of the first two items, Proposition 4.6, is proved in an indirect way.) Applying the isometricity of the stochastic Itô expansion for W (k) gives
In any case, we obtain in the end the equalities
|(X k1 X k2 · · · X kn Φ) (e)| 2 .
Although these equalities can be proved by purely finite-dimensional means [H1, Hi1, Hi2, D1] we now can understand them as special cases of the isometricity of the Segal-Bargmann transform and the multiple Itô expansions. Specifically, (5.3) is the result of applying those isometricity results to the L (K)-invariant elements in the respective spaces.
